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W E L C OM E T O L F E 3!
We're delighted to welcome so many members of the LfE community to Birmingham
once again, for the third LfE national community event. We are very thankful for the
generous support of the WMAHSN, and the many community members who have
helped make this event possible.

WELCOME

P ART IC UL AR T H AN KS G O T O:
Sarah Wootton and Helen Hunt from the WMAHSN for their exceptional
organisational skills and enthusiasm to make LfE3 a reality; Laura Beard for her
positive influence and creative skills in producing the brochure for the event; all
our exceptional speakers for agreeing to share their wisdom and experiences with
us today; our LfE "team", for sustaining an inspiring "think-tank" on WhatsApp!;
everyone who has contributed a poster sharing their hard work today and the
amazing wearebeard for producing the conference art.

W H Y ARE W E H OL D IN G AN OT H E R E VE N T ?
These LfE events are key to nurturing the LfE Community of Practice. Whilst the LfE philosophy remains
unchanged, its manifestations are still emerging and evolving. We hope the regular conferences provide a
route through which we can share experiences and ideas with each other directly, in parallel with
collaboration via the LfE website, via publication, and via local and regional LfE events.

W H Y D ID W E C H OS E T H IS T H E M E ?
The theme for LfE3 is "Why language matters". Since we started LfE in 2014, we noticed the impact and
influence of word-choice on our experiences and behaviours. This is particularly true with respect to
reframing. By using language to enquire about a topic from different angles it is possible to open the doors
of perception. Problems can be reframed as opportunities. Deficits can be considered within the context of
strengths. The choice of language in our thoughts, conversations and enquiries can impact our "macro"
world (worldview and philosophy of life) and "micro" world (conversations, behaviours and relationships in
daily life). Indeed, it seems possible, to a large extent, to create our own reality; the way we describe our
world determines what it is. These topics will be explored in more detail by our speakers.
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We hope you enjoy the day. We hope it provokes thought,
debate and discussion, both today and when you get back to
work (and at home too) and that maybe it helps you to see
some things differently. Please feel free to ask questions and
come and speak to the speakers and the LfE team. It is a
packed programme, but we have included some time for group
discussion, on the tables or in the refreshment breaks.
If you use social media, we will use the hashtag #LfE3 for
conversation on Twitter. Most importantly, we hope you have
time to connect with old friends and to make some new ones.
We feel privileged to be part of this day and are grateful we can
share it with you.

LFE CONFERENCE 2018

VENUE
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www.wearebeard.com
WE ARE BEARD
"Creativity fuels everything we do. It drives us forward
to try something different, to experiment with ideas, to
push ourselves to new and exciting projects and develop
exciting campaigns for our clients."
Founded in 2011, WeAreBeard are a design studio
based in the midlands who’s services cover all things
creative, from branding and design to illustration,
animation and ‘live-art'. Their development has been
based on a commitment to try new things, collaborate
with like minds and build a culture of creativity. With a
diverse team that cover a wide ranging sphere of
influences and interests.
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This variety, alongside a mixture of characters, cultures
and styles and a desire to improve and try new
things, ensures they bring fresh thinking to each
project.

THE
SPEAKERS
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SUZET T E W O O D W ARD

ALYSO N W A L K E R

DARRE N K L U G M A N

PATIENT SAFETY ADVISOR

PAEDIATRIC CARDIAC ANAESTHETIST

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Having worked for over 40 years in the NHS
and 20 years in patient safety Suzette now
focuses on looking at safety through the
lens of compassion and kindness and caring
for staff so they can care for patients. She
has written two books - Rethinking Patient
Safety and Implementing Patient Safety and
is a Visiting Professor for both Imperial
College and West London University. She
has both a professional doctorate and an
honorary doctor of science. She now works
with a variety of organisations providing
advice and guidance on safety II, just
culture and thinking differently about how
they can help their staff work safely.

Alyson became interested in Learning from
Excellence as part of a hospital ‘Culture &
Behaviour’ group, introducing LfE into the
Theatre Department in February 2017. This
has become an embedded part of culture,
featuring in monthly M & M meetings
alongside Datix reporting.
Alyson is
passionate about staff morale, civility at
work and the impact this has on patient care
& safety. She continues to learn how words
and narrative affect behaviour, change and
engagement. Being involved in LfE and using
Appreciative Inquiry has given her a richer
experience at work. @alysonwalkerRHC.

Darren Klugman, MD is an Associate Professor
in the Divisions of Cardiac Critical Care
Medicine and Cardiology. Dr. Klugman is an
international leader in quality and outcomes for
pediatric cardiac critical care and is on the
serves in multiple leadership positions in the
field. Since 2013 Dr. Klugman has been the
Director of Quality and Outcomes for Children’s
National Heart Institute and has been the
Medical Director of the Cardiac Intensive Care
Unit since 2016. Dr. Klugman’s areas of clinical
and research interests relate to patient safety
and quality in the care of children with critical
heart disease and the impact of program culture
on outcomes.

ELIZA B E T H S T O KOE

SIR B R U C E K E O GH

ANTHO N Y B E N N E TT

PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL INTERACTION

CHAIRMAN, BIRMINGHAM WOMEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S NHS FT

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER

Elizabeth Stokoe is Professor of Social Interaction at
Loughborough University where she is also an Associate Pro
Vice-Chancellor. She uses conversation analysis to understand
how talk works - from first dates to medical communication
and from sales encounters to hostage negotiation. Outside the
university, she runs workshops using her research-based
communication training method called the "Conversation
Analytic Role-play Method".

Sir Bruce has had a distinguished international career as a
cardiac surgeon. He held the chair of Cardiac Surgery at
University College London before being appointed Medical
Director of the NHS in the Department of Health in 2007 and
National Medical Director of NHS England between 2013 2018. For a decade he was the professional lead for doctors in
the NHS and was responsible for national clinical policy and
strategy, and promoting quality, clinical leadership and
innovation across the service. In the Department of Health he
was the sponsor for NICE, the Healthcare Commission and the
National Patient Safety Agency. He has a longstanding interest
in the measurement of clinical outcomes and served on the
boards of the Commission for Health Improvement and
Healthcare Commission between 2002-2007. He was knighted
for services to medicine in 2003 and in 2014 was named by
the Sunday Times as one of Britain’s 500 most influential
people. He became Chair of the Birmingham Women’s and
Children’s NHS Foundation Trust in 2018

Anthony is an ex patient of Great Ormond Street Children’s Hospital and an ECMO
survivor. He takes the audience on a visual journey through his extremely near death
experience, after returning from a school trip to Disneyland Paris in 2006 that left
him fighting for his life. Anthony brings to light the importance of working together
as a team, from the perspective of his family and the medical professionals during
his time in hospital.

She is a WIRED Innovation Fellow and her research and
biography were featured on the BBC Radio 4’s The Life
Scientific. In addition to publishing over 120 scientific papers
and books, she is passionate about science communication,
translating the world of conversation analysis for audiences of
all kinds. She has given talks at TED, New Scientist, Google
and The Royal Institution, and performed at Latitude and
Cheltenham Science Festivals. Her book, Talk: The Science of
Conversation, is published by Little, Brown (2018).

Session description: After surviving multiple viral infections after being given a
10% survival rate, Anthony walks the audience through the physical and mental
journey he went on before, during and after his time in hospital. After making a full
recovery, Anthony went on to help raise millions of pounds for the hospital which
saved his life and was named one of the happiest people in the UK after being
featured in the Independent on Sunday’s Happy List for the work he does to enrich
the lives of others. Anthony brings to focus his new perspective on being alive and
how post-traumatic growth has affected his day to day outlook on life. The objects
of this session will cover: The impact of self-challenge – saying yes when it is easier
to say no. It takes a team - why success is nearly always down to your team. The
power of a positive mental attitude. Learning from setbacks and keep a positive
mindset. Everyone has a superpower they bring to the table. When you have the
right mix of superheroes working together, amazing things can be achieved.

CHRIS T U R N E R

DAWN B E N S O N

NICHO L A C R U S T

EMERGENCY MEDICINE CONSULTANT

SOCIOLOGIST

NATIONAL INVESTIGATOR, REGISTERED GENERAL NURSE (NHS 29
YEARS), HEALTH FOUNDATION GENERATION Q FELLOW.

Dawn is a sociologist who specialises in human
factors and investigation science. Much of her work
has been in academia as a researcher and lecturer
within health and social care. After undertaking
research with families of birth injured infants she
developed the concept of ‘high reliability parenting’
and ‘patients and families as sense-makers’ in the
process of learning from avoidable harm. In 2018 she
joined the Healthcare Safety Investigation Branch in
England, where she is a national investigator.

Nichola is a National Investigator with the Healthcare Safety Investigation Branch. Nichola
has worked at a strategic level in a variety of healthcare settings spanning primary and
secondary care. Her roles have included professional nurse leadership and mentoring of
nursing teams, mobilisation of new services including service and workforce redesign, and
training and education in incident investigation. Nichola has developed clinical governance
systems in both primary and secondary care, established systems for identifying risks and
has worked collaboratively with local and national bodies relating to healthcare. Her key
qualities are empathy, ability to build rapport and ability to influence.

Chris is a consultant in emergency medicine at
University Hospitals of Coventry and Warwickshire.
He also co-founded Civility Saves Lives, a grass
roots group dedicated to raising awareness of the
impact of behaviour on team performance in
healthcare.
He strongly believes that professionals are trying to
do their best in ever more trying times and that if
we create the right culture we can achieve amazing
things. He has never sucessfully eaten ice cream
without getting at least some on his face.

Dawn has worked at a number of universities in both
social and medical sciences. She currently maintains
an honorary Position at the University of Oxford
Patient Safety Academy (PSA).

Nichola has completed The Health Foundation’s GenerationQ leadership and quality
improvement programme and holds an MSc in Leadership (Quality Improvement). Nichola
joined the Healthcare Safety Investigation Branch (HSIB) in March 2017 as a National
Investigator. The National Safety Investigator role interested her because it has a focus on
leadership and quality improvement and Nichola has a real desire and enthusiasm for
leading and influencing improvement work which will directly impact on patient and staff
safety. Nichola led an Action Learning Set with senior professionals on behalf of NHSE North
focussed on improving the practice and standard of serious incident investigations.

ANU M I T R A

ALISO N J O N E S

BELIN D A D E W A R

CONSULTANT EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN

LEARNING FROM EXCELLENCE FELLOW

DIRECTOR OF WEE CULTURE AND CO-LEAD MY HOME
LIFE INTERNATIONAL

Anu is a Consultant Emergency Physician at Imperial College NHS Trust in
West London covering Charing Cross and St Mary’s hospitals. Watching
Adrian Plunkett speak about LfE at SMACC Dublin in 2016 was one of those
rare game-changing moments. Since then he has had an enduring interest not
only in positive reporting but also compassionate leadership in general. This
is made easier by the fact that he is lucky to have landed in an organisation
with a terrific culture. His interests include point of care ultrasound, FOAMed
and Quality Improvement. He is a QI Associate at Imperial and the QI Lead for
Emergency Medicine in London. He is also helping delivering a new leadership
curriculum to EM trainees in London. Anu was the ED Consultant-in-Charge on
the night of the Grenfell Tower fire: this affected him personally but also
changed the way he thought about the welfare and wellbeing of his team.
Since then he has helped introduce a number of wellbeing initiatives at
Imperial. Anu belongs to a somewhat charismatic 7-year old girl, from South
East London. He has managed to honour the promise he once made to himself
to have at least one slide of Alex Ferguson in every talk he ever gave,
irrespective of the context.

For me the importance of LfE lies in its ability to
counter the prevailing negativity bias. Noticing
and appreciating good practice helps us to
understand the significance of our working
conditions and the manner in which we carry out
competent work.

I currently work with a number of health and social care
organisations nationally and internationally to develop
appreciative and relationship centred cultures. A strand that
threads through all of my work is the belief that in every
system something works well and our job through research,
education and practice is to notice these happenings, amplify
these and support people to enable them to happen more of
the time. It has been a life time of work for me as a nurse,
educator and researcher which I was able to express in my
inaugural professorial lecture entitled - 'The grass is greener
on this side'.

It is a great way to help the team feel valued and
contributes to wellbeing and engagement at
work.
Don't be pushed by your problems, be led by
your teams.

My approach uses creative methods to help to uncover
practices that are known but rarely said; make real
differences to people; and support people to have the
confidence to be curious and provocative which may mean
refuting dominant ideology and political rhetoric.

LFE
TEAM

ADRIA N P L U N K E TT

EMMA P L U N K E T T

HELEN H U N T

CONSULTANT PAEDIATRIC INTENSIVIST

CONSULTANT ANAESTHETIST

WMAHSN

Emma was one of the early adopters of LfE
and helped to introduce it at UHB in 2015
and BWH in 2016, where she continues to
promote it.

Helen has worked for the WMAHSN for 4 years and has
had the privilege of being involved with Learning from
Excellence and Appreciative Inquiry from the start. 2019
was a big, no huge year for her.

She has been trained in AI by Suzanne and
Tim from Appreciating People and enjoyed
her trip to Nice for the World Appreciative
Inquiry conference last year. She tries to
use LfE and AI in her daily work as much as
possible and finds they help her to notice
the good things that happen at work and
enable her to stay positive.

In spring she was part of the World Appreciative Inquiry
conference in Nice sharing a stage with three amazing,
strong, empowered women (Belinda, Suzanne and Emma)
who nailed a one hour key note including a flash mob;
summer saw her complete her Post Graduate Certificate in
Safety and Quality Improvement and she met Erik
Hollnagel at an LFE inspired study day in Edinburgh. She
now has Civility Saves Lives in her sights and how she can
help spread this wonderful work further across the
Midlands.

Adrian is a Consultant Paediatric Intensivist at
Birmingham Children’s Hospital. He created
Learning from Excellence (LfE) in 2014 after
reflecting on his own experiences as a patient.
In addition to leading LfE in his own
organisation, Adrian also supports the spread
and development of LfE as a social movement
in the NHS, and beyond.
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Adrian regularly talks on LfE at conferences
and workshops, and maintains the website and
blog at www.learningfromexcellence.com

SUZAN N E Q U I N N EY

NEIL S P E N C E L E Y

FRANC E S H A N N O N

APPRECIATING PEOPLE CO-DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR PAEDIATRIC INTENSIVE CARE

LEARNING AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FACILITATOR

Suzanne was really delighted to be part of a ‘dream team’
(Emma Plunket, Helen Hunt & Belinda Dewar) key note
presentation at the World AI conference in Nice 2018, sharing
examples of AI, LfE & health. She specialises in appreciative &
strength based approaches, facilitating seminars & team
events. Co-Author of highly recommended training resources
and articles on Appreciative Inquiry, she speaks at national
events and international conferences. In 2018 Appreciating
People also did several pieces of work sharing the practice of
AI in the GP world. She has collaborated with the West
Midlands Patient Safety Collaborative in training 20 cohorts of
NHS staff and six groups of staff from Care Homes, and runs AI
& LfE programmes for EMAHSN, Milton Keynes, Sunderland,
Plymouth, Nottingham & Southampton hospitals, and for HEE
(covering Wessex). Suzanne moved house last summer -now
living happily in NE Scotland!!
www.appreciatingpeople.co.uk
@AppreciatingP

Neil Spenceley is the Director of Paediatric
Intensive Care and Anaesthesia in Glasgow.

Frances Hannon, Learning and Organisational Development facilitator, is part
of the LfE team at University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust. The majority of
her 30+ year health career has been in quality improvement roles; from
Cancer Services Collaborative through to an SHA led Safety Improvement
programme.She was part of the Trust team who worked with the Health
Foundation on the original Safer Clinical Systems programme. Involvement in
this programme opened her eyes to new ways of seeing and thinking about
improvement, patient safety and understanding importance of culture.

He is originally from The Highlands, trained in
Edinburgh but soon defected West to start his
somewhat bumpy career at Glasgow Children's.
After
living
in
Tauranga,
Sydney
and
Vancouver he bizarrely returned to Glasgow where
weather is terrible but the people are positive and
funny.
His physiological interests include
the microcirculation and the single
psychological interests, and real
workplace behaviours, culture and
full.

oxygen delivery,
ventricle but his
passion, lie in
being glass half

She was one of the founding cohort of Q and along with focussing on building
LfE across the Trust, is passionate about promoting the value and importance
of positivity, kindness and civility to support individuals and teams to be
their best. As a proud South Londonner, she was eventually persuaded that
the Devon air and coastline was just slightly superior to that of Streatham but
is still bewildered - 2 decades on - at how she has become mum to 3
wonderful ‘Plymouthians’!

NICKI K E L L Y

GEMM A C R O S S I N GHAM

DAVID VIIRA

LAURA B E A R D

CONSULTANT PAEDIATRIC INTENSIVIST

CONSULTANT OBSTETRIC ANAESTHETIST

CONSULTANT ANAESTHETIST

ANAESTHETIC REGISTRAR

Nicki is a Consultant Paediatric Intensivist at
Birmingham Children’s Hospital. During her
training she enjoyed being part of the team
that helped to establish and promote LfE in
Birmingham and beyond.

Gemma is a consultant obstetric anaesthetist in
Plymouth, Devon. She has worked with the team
(David and Frances) at UHP to establish
patient-facing Learning from Excellence so that
patients can provide positive feedback to staff.

David
is a Consultant Anesthetist at
University Hospital Plymouth
witH
subspecialty interests in Obstetrics, ENT
and Orthopaedics.

She finds AI a valuable tool to use in QI work,
most recently in developing a pathway for the
care of children with complex and extended
stays in PICU.

They
have
now
received
nearly
1500
nominations from patients! She is passionate
about LfE, choosing positive behaviours (actions
and words), emotional wellbeing, civility and
culture. In her free time, she enjoys surfing,
tennis and being outdoors.
Contact: gemmacrossingham@nhs.net,
twitter: @lfeplymouth

He has been a part of the Learning from
Excellence team in Plymouth since the
beginning and has worked on ' improving
joy ' and 'safety culture in the workplace.'

Laura was introduced to LfE and
Appreciative Inquiry whilst working
at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital
with Emma Plunkett. She has an
interest in governance and how AI
and LfE can be used to gain
valuable information from incident
reports and debriefing sessions.
Personally appreciative inquiry has
sparked a new enthusiasm at home
and in work.

POSTERS
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POSTER

LEAD AUTHOR

1

Children's Hospices in Scotland: Reducing admission time to hospice

Brenda Messenger

2

Appreciative enquiry and positive reporting to improve electronic endorsing of test

Lauren Green

results in maternity

3

Oxford University Hospital: Time critical medicines

Cate Leon

4

Safe Airway and Ventilation Experience (SAVE)

Joanne Calley

5

Safe and effective handover maternity

Gemma Crossingham

6

Civility in cardiac theatres

Francis Hannon

7

Turnaround in emergency theatres

Clare Ingram

8

End PJ paralysis

Martina Ryan

9

Reducing anaemia in preterm infants

Alix Fonfe

10

Giving Birth to Change: Promoting Learning from Excellence in the maternity unit at PHNT

Gemma Crossingham

as an Always Event

POSTERS

POSTER

LEAD AUTHOR

11

Introducing excellence reporting in theatres

Ben Ballisat

12

Glad mad sad sessions

Sarah Webb

13

What Do We Value?: Using Excellence Reporting to Inform our Trust’s values

Claire Strauss

14

The use of Learning from Excellence in an evaluation of an innovative service within a

Susannah Ramshaw

tertiary paediatric hospital

15

In the moment: See it, say it

Carrie Hamilton

16

Boosting Trainee Morale And Educational Experience– A Learning From Excellence

Elke Reunis

Project

17

“Words and ideas can change the world”

Katherine Dunn

18

Scope of excellence reporting in Countess of Chester Hospital Intensive Care Unit

Alice Evans

and celebration of the near miss.
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19

GREATix and DATIX: how we introduced an excellence reporting system in theatres to
complement the ‘little sad stories’ generated from incidents reporting

Laure Martin

POSTERS

POSTER

20

Improve the safety of patients at the point of care handover between ambulance and ED

LEAD AUTHOR
Jo Murray

staff

21

Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre - Greatix excellence reporting system

22

Co-designing, implementing and evaluating a ‘Learning from Excellence’ intervention for

Hannah Scouller

Maartje

community health workers and their direct supervisors in Neno, Malawi

23

Outcomes, mechanisms and contextual factors of positive psychology interventions for

Maartje

health workers: a systematic review of global evidence

24

Learning from Excellence at Barnet Hospital

25

Using J.E.D.I. tools to influence culture in the Emergency Department. Is this the team you

Yasmin Moore

Alison White

are looking for?

26

Complimenting your colleagues: How small changes in your interactions with your co

Ruta Habtom

workers can lead to a positive culture change within a Federation
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27

Development of a Multidisciplinary Assessment Clinic For Patients Who Would Benefit From
an Outpatient Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment using the ‘Big Room’ Quality
Improvement Model

Callum Brown

POSTERS

POSTER
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28

Excellence reporting

29

Non-technical skills- the pillar of team work

30

You have received a Greatix! –Our experience in staff using Learning from Excellence

LEAD AUTHOR
Andrea Byles

Anitha Rego

Jyothi Srinivas

(LfE) and DATIX systems in paediatrics

31

Emotions are contagious

32

Positive reporting: recognising good work to boost morale.

33

Why Kata Matters

34

What are the conditions that enable excellence?

35

A Survey with a Twist

36

TREx Thames Valley Reporting Excellence: A Journey of Appreciation.

37

Analysis of the Effect of Excellence Reporting in Chelsea and Westminster and West
Middlesex Hospitals

Katina Glaister

Ursula Edirisinghe

Beccy Vallance

Emma Roche

Amanda Mohabir

Sally Anne Shiels

Lorenzo Verani
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Since LfE2 (November 2018), LfE has continued to grow and
evolve and it is encouraging to continue to hear of organisations
where it has been introduced. One of the best things, is hearing
about the difference it makes to an individual or individuals to
receive a report.

It isn't getting any easier in healthcare, and if a moment of
appreciation makes a tough day even a little easier, it is worth it.

NEWS FROM
THE LFE
TEAM SINCE
THE LAST
CONFERENCE

P U B LICATION OF T H E P R A I S E P R O J E C T

We keep the LfE
website up to date
and send occasional
(but hopefully not too
frequent) emails
about what we have
been up to. In case
you've missed these,
here are some
highlights from the
last 12 months or so:

The proof of concept LfEQI study: freely available online in fulltext (click here) Delivery of LfEQI
training (by Alison Jones, funded by the Health Foundation) to 14 teams across the NHS and in
Ireland. Several of these projects are represented in the poster section today.

L O C AL AND REGI O N A L E V E N T S
Multiple LfE local and regional events across the NHS, including the Plymouth (#ACEUHP); Scottish
LfE event ("LfE Tayside 2019"); the TREx conference; UCL partners LfE Launch event; Birmingham
Community Healthcare Conference ("Great Place to Work"); OVLG LfE symposium event in Amsterdam,
to name a few.

K E Y NOTE LECT U R E S
LfE has been the subject of keynote lectures in multiple national and international conferences,
including the World Appreciative Inquiry Congress in Nice in April 2019 - the first time a team from
the UK had given a keynote.

E D I N GBURGH S A F E T Y I I M E E TI N G
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Neil Spenceley arranged a fantastic meeting in Edinburgh in June with some of the great minds of
Safety-II including Eric Hollnagel and Carl Horsley. The meeting was about sharing work we have done
so far, and understanding the similarities and differences between LfE and safety-II. It certainly gave
us more to think about.

N A T IONAL PAT I E N T S T R A T E GY
It was also encouraging to see LfE and AI referenced in the national patient strategy. From time to
time, we have debated whether systems for reporting examples of good practice should be mandatory
for all organisations. Mandating LfE seems to go against the philosophy and spirit of the initiative,
somehow. We believe LfE works because of the value of sincere, genuine appreciation; and whilst we
recognise that you have to be in a particular frame of mind to be able to notice the good, we also know
you cannot force it. We're always happy to discuss this more.

R E G ISTRATION S
Registrations on the website continue to increase as the community of practice grows. If you aren't
registered and wish to receive the occasional update please click here:

F U T URE WORK T O L O O K O U T FO R I N C L U D E S :

22

A commissioned book chapter (in press) on learning from success, in the Oxford Handbook of
Patient Safety.
Article in European Journal of Anaethesia: "Learning from Excellence and safety-II: reframing
patient safety. In press.
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Safety-II / LfE meeting
Edinburgh
June 2019
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Feedback

USEFUL LINKS

RCOA CPD
Points

LFE
Website

1. Civility Saves Lives
2. Appreciating People
3. Suzette Woodward
4. Anthony Inspires
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OUR SUPPORTERS

